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About This Game

In 2088, Nazi Muslims achieved great success in the field of chemical weapons and not to fall into captivity and fight even after
death with the infidels, they created a serum that turned them into zombies. But not everything is as simple as it seems. In

addition to the increased desire to kill, they also had some other strange desires.

Also, from time to time, they tortured these weapons with loli, which turned into different monsters. But there is a way out:
collect both sick and healthy loli to take them to a medical center in Tibet. Destroy the zombies of the Nazis and find a way out

of this hell, which consists of traps and labyrinths.

Features:

- Ability to kill zombie-minded Nazi Muslims;

- Save healthy loli and cure patients;

- Become the hero of this strange war;

- 6 types of weapons;

- 7 levels filled with labyrinths and traps;
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- 5 species of zombie Muslim-Nazis;

Control in game:

Movement - WSAD;

Open - Space;

Change weapons - Tab;

Fire - Mouse.
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I don't often write reviews anymore but this is one I couldnt help but write.

I have a guilty pleasure in that I find a lot of amusement playing bad games, I go in with the expectation that what I am about to
play costs next to nothing and there wont be much to like and I will laugh at the game and move on.

Somehow... This managed to fall even below that bar of "It's so bad, it's good"

Between the lacking options menu, the mouse look issues (My mouse would randomly stop letting me turn my view) and lack of
even trying to add any sort of game balance I dont even...

You can't even stock more than 13 bullets in your handgun which you have to find at the start Go through the 1st door, turn left
and go through the 1st door on the left and when the game constantly throws 3+ enemies at you in very claustrophobic rooms
you often have no choice but to take the damage or hope there is a corner to hide around as you run out of ammo all too quickly.

To add insult to injury in this, if an enemy touches you in doom they will melee you or continue to shoot. In this one they are
capable of draining your entire health from 100% in less than 5 seconds.

I didnt even bother to play the game beyond maybe half way through level 1 and have no intention to go back to this one. Even
if you are like me and enjoy trash games sometimes, afterall its harder to appreciate really good titles if you have not played
some bad ones now and then for contrast. Even this one is not worth your time or money.
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